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Reclusive comic book artist Trip Spector spends his life doodling super-square, straitlaced superheroes,
hiding from his fans, and crushing on his unattainable boss until he meets the dork of his dreams. Silas
Goolsby is a rowdy FX makeup creator with a loveless love life and a secret streak of geek who yearns for
unlikely rescues and a truly creative partnership.

Against their better judgment, they fall victim to chemistry, and what starts as infatuation quickly grows
tender and terrifying. With Silas's help, Trip gambles his heart and his art on a rotten plan: sketching out
Scratch, a "very graphic novel" that will either make his name or wreck his career. But even a smash can't
save their world if Trip retreats into his mild-mannered rut, leaving Silas to grapple with betrayal and
emotions he can't escape.

What will it take for this dynamic duo to discover that heroes never play it safe?
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From reader reviews:

Michael Colburn:

Spent a free the perfect time to be fun activity to complete! A lot of people spent their sparetime with their
family, or their own friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, going to beach, or
picnic in the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Do you wish to something
different to fill your own free time/ holiday? Might be reading a book is usually option to fill your cost-free
time/ holiday. The first thing you will ask may be what kinds of publication that you should read. If you want
to try look for book, may be the guide untitled Bad Idea can be excellent book to read. May be it might be
best activity to you.

Joseph Cash:

The book Bad Idea has a lot associated with on it. So when you make sure to read this book you can get a lot
of profit. The book was published by the very famous author. Mcdougal makes some research ahead of write
this book. That book very easy to read you can find the point easily after scanning this book.

William Burns:

Playing with family in a very park, coming to see the ocean world or hanging out with good friends is thing
that usually you may have done when you have spare time, in that case why you don't try matter that really
opposite from that. One activity that make you not sensation tired but still relaxing, trilling like on roller
coaster you have been ride on and with addition of information. Even you love Bad Idea, you may enjoy
both. It is very good combination right, you still need to miss it? What kind of hangout type is it? Oh can
occur its mind hangout guys. What? Still don't get it, oh come on its named reading friends.

Travis Berry:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or perhaps 15 minute in your moment to upgrading your mind
talent or thinking skill perhaps analytical thinking? Then you are having problem with the book in
comparison with can satisfy your small amount of time to read it because all of this time you only find book
that need more time to be study. Bad Idea can be your answer since it can be read by an individual who have
those short spare time problems.
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